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EDITORIAL
This bulletin seems to have had the gestation
period of a small elephant; however with the
help of some excellent contributions I hope
you will enjoy the read. The editor of course is
always on the look-out for printable items;
offerings of material and suggestions of
subject themes are always appreciated.

Ray Robinson has provided an excellent item
on Alan Butement; NZ born UK developer of
radar and other devices – and an honorary
Australian in his later life!
There is a TradeMe Triode report of activity
on the web auction platforms and with some
comments of the players.
Albert Cross has again provided a couple of
“sights” that have crossed his repair bench.
And talking of benches – Graham Street has
provided some pictures of the Akrad trainee’s
hostel workshop. Then related to this is the
cover story of the Akrad Flyer.

As an observation it seems inevitable that
more and more “vintage” radio resources will
migrate to the web and hence become much
easier to access. One site that springs to mind
is the wondrous American repository of radio
magazines and associated printed material
found at www.americanradiohistory.com
Obviously this is a work in progress but it is
already a significant resource of many
magazines including the UK Wireless World –
and it is especially good for the early years.
There are heaps of other gems there too; just
waiting for your mouse clicks to find them.

On a counter note we have observed the rise
and fall of the Dick Smith Electronics retailer
and perhaps note the risks associated with
large company take-overs and share market
listing ie the whimsical forces of the stock
market.

Finally, while in the world of take-overs, we
note that our printer has a new owner. We
look forward to the same level of quality
service that they have managed to deliver in
the past.

Cheers, David
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The Cover Picture:
The Akrad Flyer – one of Keith Rigley’s
more successful diversification ideas.
See page 8.
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Correspondence and other matters.
Dear Editor, I would like to reply directly to Alan Colman about his missing coils in his
Majestic Radio but have no computer. This is my answer;
Suitable replacement coils can easily be made with the aid of a Grid Dipper as the tuning
frequency would be known. I have replaced missing or damaged coils many times by this
method and it always works. Yours Faithfully, Cliff Dittmer.

Dear Editor, I have to take issue with Tim Sanders’ comment that his cabinetry skills are
lacking. From the photos, in colour on the website version, I would say he has excellent
cabinetry skills. A job extremely well done by my reckoning! Congratulations on a job well
done and another “beauty” saved from the scrap heap. There is always a thrill when a
completed restoration looks “as new” again.  Regards, John Dodgshun

Would you like fries with that sir?
Albert Cross, someone who seems to have interesting objects through his workshop, has
provided this picture of a somewhat progressively fried power transformer – from the initial
melt, softer coloured wax to that of the later, more seriously charred dribble.  I’ll leave your
imaginations to savour the characteristic aromas prevailing in such circumstances.
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Subsequently Albert also provided this charming picture outlining a simple way to “restore”
radios by “replacing old electros”. I’m not sure if the original electro provided the explosive
effect before or after the newer units were installed but common sense would suggest
disconnection of the old in any case. [I also note Silicon Chip mag of March 2106 highlighted
an HMV 209 with 28% increased power consumption due to an old leaking filter capacitor still
left in circuit – not ideal for the old power transformer. Ed]

This is not an advert:
Did you know you could pay
US$75,000 for headphones? Sales
blurb: Sennheiser's HE1060
headphones may sound exquisite but
they cost as much as a very smart car.
Sennheiser says its new HE1060
headphones are the best in the world to
which an obvious response is "so they
should be for $75,000". How can a pair
of headphones be worth $75,000? The
short answer is that by any normal
measure they aren't. Less than 300 of
these special performance (flat 8Hz to 100kHz) headphone will be manufactured [or should
that be crafted] each year. This is the world of high end Hi-Fi and where normal measures do
not apply [bit of a waste for me really when my poor ears cut off at just over 7kHz! Ed]
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Graham Street recalls the Waihi PYE works Akrad / Pye Apprentice
Workshop
Back in the 1960's Akrad had a workshop for the apprentices to use after hours to make their
projects in. In those days a lot of the apprentices were boarding in Waihi so it gave them
somewhere to go in the evenings. (Those days pubs still had 6 o’clock closing) It also had a
library of technical books and magazines as well.
Attached are some old photos from those days. You will see an Akrad made signal generator in
one. If you go back to Waihi now, the old building is now the Tee Tree Cafe and very popular
in Hazard St.  It was next door to the old Akrad building which is still there as well, but there
are a lot of small cottage industries in it now. Cheers.
From: Graham Street <grahamst@orcon.net.nz>
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The Akrad Flyer
While looking at the history of Akrad, I was reminded of Mr Keith Wrigley’s endeavours into
alternative lines – motor scooters, fridges and rotary lawnmowers were tried, but the most
famously successful was the Akrad Flyer.  The cover picture tricycle was a prototype of 1940.
One storey goes that the prototype Akrad Flyer was first field trialled by a Denny Broad; the
then roughest, toughest Waihi kid around. He soon brought it back – broken. After several
modifications, he and his cousin Billy Rowe eventually rode one to Waihi Beach and back
without anything falling off. It was this version that went into production.
As the wartime supply of radio components became less certain, Mr Wrigley introduced new
lines of children’s tricycles. By 1945 the Akrad Flyer production work force had grown to 90.
“The Akrad Flyer” reached its peak in 1947 when the 50,000th trike rolled off the line and
within a few years 180,000 had been made.
Unfortunately on New Year’s day 1946 Mr Wrigley died suddenly, from osteomyelitis, at the
age of 33, ending 14 years of development for Akrad under his direction.

Workshop production in the Akrad building in Hazard Street, Waihi.

When the line was finally closed in 1969, about 200,000 had been made and Tonka Toys then
bought that part of the business, running it for another 5 years. In 1974 the “Akrad Flyer’
returned to Waihi when Brown and Brown (Waihi) took over production for a further 10 years.
Both firms had made about 10,000 trikes a year, so from 1945 to 1984 approximately 300,000
“Akrad Flyers” had been turned out.

The aluminium pedals for the trikes were manufactured from recycled war surplus products.
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The larger Akrad Flyer above had limited production. This one is now held
by the Waihi Museum and is ridden in the Christmas parade from the old
factory (now Waihi Gold H.Q.) up the main street and back again.
The smaller model in the picture below was a standard production run.
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Lighthouse Radio Apparatus
Hello David,
Would you please put this article in the next convenient issue of the bulletin. I am hoping that
we may find some data on the considerable equipment used in the marine service during the
1930s. Thanks Phil.

Data Wanted: I have recently come across this photograph of Peter Taylor, Lighthouse
keeper, Moko Hinau Lighthouse operating the station Radio Equipment in the late 1950s and
author of the book “As darker grows the night”.

The question is; what is the equipment? I can confirm that this equipment was not at that
station in the mid to late 1960s and we know that it was made by Collier and Beale. The
transmitter is probably a dual band unit covering 400-500 kHz CW and 2.0 – 2.2 MHz AM
with only the HF band having voice modulation.
The info I have only suggests that the transmitter is a type 338 which would make it a 300 watt
device, which it is unlikely to be. Use of type numbers at that time shown in the C&B list 1938
-1945 suggests some latitude with receivers, transmitters and receiving equipment all lumped
into the Receiver type numbers.
Note that a receiver type 338 [AWB] was a 3 tube regenerative type which was not uncommon
during the 1930s, and may be the receiver in the photo. There was also equipment type no 339
which was for Navy Department.
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From my own memory of 1960s there was some oldish equipment at Cuvier Island Lighthouse
that I have not seen elsewhere that consisted of a large triode tube mounted in a box with
capacitors etc running self excited off 1500 volt DC - supplied by very large motor generators
running off 110 volt AC. The HT from these units was unfiltered and the 800 Hz ripple
provided the modulation which actually sounded quite good. This TX, in non directional
beacon mode, was keyed by a motor driven gearbox and transmitted a pre-recorded DF
message at 5 minute intervals. I don't now remember the maker but a very similar system
appears in C&B production schedule.
I am writing this to ask members for help in finding more data on these old equipment types
and to that end I would appreciate any info, photos or data on the equipment in use during the
1930s to early 1040s period.  Many thanks, Phil McGechie. philmcgechie@xtra.co.nz

Similar equipment (bench RHS) was installed at the Brothers Lighthouse
(date unknown).
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And Puysegur Point Lighthouse bench LHS (again date unknown).

The transmitter with carbon
microphone mounted on the front
panel, although obviously a “hand
microphone” is able to be plugged in
as seen in the previous photographs.
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Dick Smith stores run out of time, NZ stores close on 1 May
Ferrier Hodgson closed 35
Australian DSE stores on
16 April and the
outstanding 266 outlets on
1 May along with the 62
New Zealand stores. Dick
Smith had employed nearly
3000 staff in Australia and
New Zealand. The collapse
of Dick Smith, after a
NZ$575 million stock
market listing in 2013
(along with the receivers'
decision not to honour gift
cards after taking control
early in the New Year 2016) has led to an Australian inquiry into the ASX listed failed retailer.
In 2015 Dick Smith reported A$37.9 Million profit on revenues of A$1.319 Billion.
In December 2015 the retailer's share price had fallen 80% after going public on the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX) and in January 2016 halted trading. On 5 January 2016 Dick Smith
Holdings Limited (and associated entities) was placed into administration by its creditors. On
25 February 2016 the receivers detailed the closure of all Dick Smith stores and all employees
were expected to become redundant.

History: Dick Smith started the business in 1968 in small rented premises beneath a car park
in the Sydney suburb of Artarmon with a total capital of A$610. Initially the business focused
on installing and servicing car radios. In 1969 the business moved to bigger premises on the
Pacific Highway in St Leonards. Dick then launched "Dick Smith Wholesale" a business
catering for electronics hobbyists. Dick had felt hobbyists were disadvantaged in purchasing
small quantities of components from larger wholesalers who were commercial customer
focused. After touring overseas to study various electronic stores’ merchandising methods,
Dick introduced self-service shopping, and produced a mail-order annual catalogue with a
substantial data and information section. To ensure wide access of his catalogues, it was
included free in popular electronics enthusiast magazines; Electronics Australia and
Electronics Today International. The catalogues included ever-increasing data on electronic
components, which became an essential reference for anyone involved in electronics -
professionally or as a hobby. The last catalogue was produced in 2009.
The company profited from the CB radio boom of the 1970s and by the end of the decade had
stores in all Australian mainland states. Though many CB radio stores closed (when interest
waned from the early 1980s) Dick Smith Electronics survived due to strong sales in other
areas. These included its established electronic components and kit lines, Yaesu amateur radio
equipment and Uniden-Bearcat scanners.
The company was an early retailer of personal computers such as the Commodore VIC-20 and
Commodore 64. It also sold own-brand models, such as the System 80 which was compatible
with the Tandy TRS-80 Model I, the Dick Smith Cat (an Apple II clone), the VZ-200 and VZ-
300.
By 1980, the company had grown to 20 stores and Dick sold 60% of the company's working
share to Woolworths Limited. The balance was sold to Woolworths in 1982 when it took full
ownership of the company (with full rights to the name) having paid a total of A$25million.
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In 1981, the Super-80 kit computer was developed as a joint venture between the company and
Electronics Australia magazine. The company expanded its product range during the 1970s
and 1980s and stocked Heathkit electronic kits, satellite TV receiving stations, Beeple pagers
and the Dick Smith Wizzard computer game. The company was an early seller of telephone
equipment including answering machines, cordless and novelty phones.
For a period Dick Smith operated a small number of stores in the United States in Northern
California and Los Angeles, but these were closed in the 1980s.
The late 1990s saw the company establish "Dick Smith Electronics Powerhouse" 2,000 sq
meter super-stores across the east coast of Australia. These "Powerhouses" carried a wider
range of products than the smaller DSE stores; computing, audio-visual and amateur radio
areas and introduced Music to the range.

In 1992, Dick purchased the New Zealand electronics retailer David Reid Electronics – a chain
of 30 stores and founded by David J Reid in 1956.

In 2002–2003, the Powerhouse concept changed to focus on a broader consumer market and
less towards electronics enthusiasts. Component ranges shrank and general electronics books
ceased to be stocked. The Yaesu dealership was relinquished, ending a 27-year partnership.
Electronic kits were transferred to the smaller DSE stores and were replaced by small
appliances such as kettles, coffee makers, toasters and frypans which were subsequently
removed in late 2008.
In early 2008, following Woolworths' review of its consumer electronics division, Dick Smith
Electronics renovated its flagship store in Hornsby, New South Wales, as a "concept" under the
branding "Dick Smith Technology". The store's design and product range was completely
reworked incorporating a more modern feel while removing all electrical componentry and
much of its tools. These products were replaced with a larger range of computers, gaming,
televisions and Macintosh computers, much of which had previously been only sold in
Powerhouse stores.
Following further strategic reviews, the company decided to push the new concept "Dick
Smith – Talk to the Techxperts", merging all existing Dick Smith Electronics and Powerhouse
stores under the same banner. In late 2008 the new Dick Smith logo (designed by Hoyne
Design) was rolled out. Powerhouse stores cleared their small appliance lines in favour of
electronic gadgets, toys and health devices. From 2011 Powerhouse stores became "Large
Format Stores"
On 31 January 2012 (after nearly 30 years of ownership) Woolworths announced that after a
A$300 million restructure it would close up to 100 Dick Smith stores and sell the business. At
the time, Smith, who was still involved with the company in a minor role, was concerned that
the company would be sold to a foreign investor. However the company was sold to Australian
investment firm Anchorage Capital Partners in September 2012, for the sum of A$20 million
in cash.  Although the sale of Dick Smiths totalled some A$115 million, Anchorage only
committed A$10 million in funds due to the manner which they purchased the company, and
the remainder of the funds were sourced from the business itself through liquidation of
inventory and plant equipment, and taking provision for future onerous lease payments.
In December 2013 Dick Smith was floated by Anchorage, becoming a public company. At the
time of the listing, the market capitalisation of the company was valued at A$520 million – this
less than two years after Anchorage had purchased the company for A$20 million. Anchorage
initially retained 20% of the shares in the company but sold totally their stake in the company
in September 2014.
From 1 October 2013, Dick Smith had taken over the operation of the home entertainment
department in 30 David Jones retail stores in Australia and online. The venture was created by
the use of a Retail Brand Management Agreement (RBMA). The RBMA allowed Dick Smith
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to extend its network of stores and operate under the banner "David Jones Electronics Powered
by Dick Smith". In 2014, following the first anniversary of the opening of the first store and in
response to high sales, Dick Smith expanded the offerings available to include more high-end
items such as 4K UHD TVs and premium audio brands such as Bose.

In September 2014 Dick Smith announced the purchase of MAC1, an authorised Apple
Service Centre and reseller, for $1. As part of this purchase MAC1 would open up Store In
Store (SIS) locations within select stores, which would increase foot traffic through Dick
Smith stores and hence provide better service for customers. Another idea behind this Purchase
was for Dick Smith to get into the education sector, where MAC1 was already established in
the sales and service of Apple devices. MAC1 is one of the largest Apple service providers in
Australia. As of January 2016, MAC1 has two retail stores in Wollongong and Canberra, and
nine SIS locations including four in New South Wales one in South Australia, Victoria and
Hobart, and two in Western Australia.
In December 2014, the launch of the Dick Smith TradeMe store whereby 3.5 Million (NZ)
TradeMe account holders would be able to purchase directly from Dick Smith through their
TradeMe accounts.

By 4 January 2016 the value of shares in Dick Smith Holdings had fallen by more than 80%
since December 2013 and a trading halt was requested.
On 5 January 2016 the retailer collapsed and was placed into receivership.
On 25 February 2016 it was announced that Dick Smith would close all stores as the receivers
had been unable to find a suitable buyer for the company. This would result in the closure of
301 stores (with 2,460 jobs lost) across Australia, and 62 (with 430 jobs lost) in New Zealand.
On 15 March 2016 it was revealed that Kogan.com, the online retailer founded by Ruslan
Kogan, had acquired Dick Smith’s online business for an undisclosed price.
On 30 March 2016 Ferrier Hodgson announced that all Dick Smith stores would close by 30
April. Some stores would close earlier on 9 April, more on 16 April.
By 1 May all physical stores had closed, however the on-line store was operational 2 May.
[Although the DickSmith.co.nz site sales seem to come from South Melbourne, Australia. Ed]

Dick Smith Electronics (DSE) has also long been known for its private label range of
electronics which came under the brand name "Dick Smith". In the 1980s, DSE branding
focused on telephony equipment but expanded into a larger range of various electronic devices
and components with declining focus on telephony. In 2007 the DSE brand produced a wide
range of products including DVD players, set-top boxes, TV aerials, AV receivers and
amplifiers, rechargeable batteries, digital cameras, speakers, flash memory, UHF radios,
webcams devices and 240V power cords. A number of the DSE brand products were re-
branded from third party manufacturers and were often sold alongside their original
manufacturers version. Other Dick Smith house brands were Shimasu, Digitor and Koolshades,
a 1990s youth brand.

Sponsorships: DSE was a sponsor of the Australian National Rugby League nine-a-side
tournament, the Auckland Nines and the AFL club Richmond from 2008 until the end of 2011.
At one stage the company was promoted through its annual catalogue, wacky ads and various
publicity stunts. Smith once claimed that he would tow an iceberg from Antarctica to Sydney,
cut it up and sell it for 10 cents a cube. One morning of April 1 it appeared as if he had
succeeded as hundreds of calls began flooding into local media reporting the iceberg - most of
these were from Dick Smith employees. Smith however had towed a man-made iceberg
constructed on a barge with a big sheet of white plastic and firefighting foam as an April Fool's
joke.
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Trade Me Triode 6
Well Hello my fine friends, from the scorching “La Nina” effects of a
panic-induced Global warming; a 17 to 31 degree Kiwi Summer!
It has indeed been some time since I brought you a report from the
“rarefied air” of the Trade Me Race Track and as it has been a while, I
thought I’d bring you a round-up, a catch-up of sorts, by simply
disgorging the Internet - Vintage Radio “trawl net” of recent times,
out all over your clean desks!
Trade me continues to “thrill” us (those seated in the rear of the hall
behind the tallest people they can find, please desist with their heckling and sledging right now
please!) with the broadest spectrum of human “E-motions” possible. I mean, can this roadshow
(sideshow?) possibly be beat for an afternoon or evenings entertainment? I’d proffer, “No
Kandui Louie” !
Uh Huh! Yes, we yet again witness the Buyers, the Triers, the High- Fliers and - - yes Martha,
there’s even the outright liars!! --- the Possible, Plausible, Probable and the seemingly bitter
taste of the “Palpable” — The Shrewd, the Crude and even the downright Rude --- the
Deluder, the Intruder and even the odd Barracuda!! --- shaken and stirred into this fascinating
microcosm we know as Trade Me. Lowered yourself into the “Trade Me Shark Cage” then?
OK, lets dive right into it and once again I invite you to “Get your Backside Trackside” and
join me on this round-up of radios a “Best (and worst) Bets”,  a “whipped cream of Wireless”
seen Trackside over recent months.

First up a lovely, lovely rarity – which the bookies had at odds of 18 to 1 (Re: causing any
controversy), but oh boy! — it didn’t take long!! A beautifully presented, well cared for, 1931
Pilot Shortwave Converter (Catalogue # 40673). (Pilot did this sort of thing, as they marketed
extensively via the Catalogue media, popular in the 1920’s and 30’s USA). This 4 tube beauty
had a five-position Wave Band Selector (Covering 10 to 220 metres) and employed 4 tubes; 2x
224’s (as Detector and 1st IF), a 227 Oscillator and an 280 Rectifier. Uh oh!! — “Trackside
passive betting odds evaporate, as a Crotchety Old Lady carrying a bag and mumbling the
same old: “Don’t plug your horse into 230 jolts, in case the bl---y thing bolts” rhetoric that
we’ve seen far too often Trackside, waddles into the Stipendiary Stewards enclosure. A patient
vendor replied in kindly support of the ‘bag-carrying lady’ but whoops!! An intruder, non-
punter and serial grunter, (astonishingly from the very same town as the lady with the bag!! —
leading one to suppose that they aren’t very likely to be on each others Christmas card lists?)
enters the fray, (with a very to- the- point, in bold capitals) “OH NO!! — (here she goes
again)!! — “BUTT OUT” comment! Our vendor steps quickly in (rightly, directing them to
off-course, if they wish to conduct a “conversation” on HIS auction site!) and stating that all he
wants to do is to sell his really nice Shortwave Converter!! “How fair can that be?” my
companion whispered to me, as we witnessed the ‘bag carrying lady’ swinging wildly at the
Intruder, (the gentleman, owin’ nothing, ownin’ nothing, bidding nothing and wrecking a
pleasant day at the races for the vendor!) as they walked off to the shower area to scrub-down
and cool off! OK, in the starters hands now — Bang!! — They’re off!! -- 3 keen punters took
only 6 bids to sort this race out! Watched by a “rattled crowd” of just 29 and -- after paying
only $75 at the start of the race, the final return (for what must have been a thrilled vendor)
came in at a very respectable $300.
Well done Sir! And congratulations on your Trackside manner — You are conferred-upon, a
PhD (in patience)!
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From the Triodes’: “Here’s a couple of really CRACKED offerings” or “A Tale of two Sh----
ies” Dept.
First up folks, is an AWA Radiolette -“Empire Sate” which, in Mottled Ivory, was always
going to set the Trade Me punters alight! ---But — Whoa!! -- wait a moment --- Hold your
horses!! -- hang on to your bridle Martha!!! — “Video Ref!!” someone yelled — “Stop right
there!! — “It ain’t REAL”!! another screamed. Well, both of the above were quite correct! I
can’t recall the selling price of this obviously “Got At” example, but from memory, it was
“Geo-spatially” well North of the $1000K latitude/attitude line!!
Video Ref?? — Why?? -- What for?? — it looked just “fine and original” thank you Sir, (if
you didn’t actually look at it that is!) with its four holes bored in the Bakelite front, protruding
from which, were four “matching” ELECTRIC-LIGHT SWITCH, COVER PANEL, SCREW-
BOLTS with their beautifully-matching “Ivory” plastic heads!!! — Inventive? – maybe, No!--
Wrong! Wrong! Wrong! But wait - Ullo, Ullo,Ullo!! “Wots them two black wavy lines on the
top, on the back panel and on one side?? Mottling? - or cracks?? The Hammer fell (Watch
out!) as mentioned previously, for a thick wad of Red coloured notes depicting Lord Ernest
Rutherford on the front and The Yellowhead Bird on the rear. (Gulp!). “Hundies” dear
reader—“hundies”!!
Well, this bundle of ( ten plus) “Red Atom-splitters” evidently caused one hell of an explosion,
because in short order, this “light switch cover- screw- panelled” Radiolette was relisted —
with - (For Gosh-sakes!!) an APOLOGY  by the vendor  for not describing it accurately in his
original auction!! An old Latin expression comes quickly to mind, which goes something like
this — “Caveat Emptor”, meaning “Let the Buyer beware”. We are wise to remember that the
fall of the hammer on this particular “Auction-Racetrack” (as with its Big Brother, E-Bay)
constitutes a CONTRACT to buy.  With amazing generosity and admirable human kindness,
the vendor stated that “he”? had agreed with the original top bidder, that the price that it had
been won it for, was too high “for an item in that condition”!!! (Bleedin Norah!!!)
The re-listing/return match drew 57 keen punters – and -- as they turned for home --- it was
stride for stride between ‘Lord Haw-Haw” and “The Hoarder”. Haw Haw!/Hoarder!/Haw
Haw!/ Hoarder!! — the crowd of 45 at Trackside bayed!!  Defeated, a completely “spent” Haw
Haw retired to the trough 2 minutes from the end and then -- in the final straight, quite
suddenly, from right on the rail, burst “The Captain and Glamour Girl”— running hard at “The
Hoarder”! “Go!! — GO!! The Captain!!!” a red- haired Burlesque Girl named Tinelle, on my
right, screeched like a strangulated Magpie! (“Is hers the same intensely annoying voice
“featured” in the Go! Go!! Har(v)dly Norma(n)l advertisement?” my companion asked — (The
“Magpie” temporarily creating an eerie aura of vacuum-like silence and excruciating pain as
my eardrums imploded)!
“The Hoarder” held out (as they somehow always seem to do) and presented the vendor with a
much thinner pile of “Sir Ernest Rutherfords” (to the tune of $630) than the winner of the
original horse race! “The Captain and Tinelle, the Glamour Girl” retired, equally defeated, to
the sanctuary of the stalls (and then to the Clubrooms for a stiff G & T!!).
But wait!!! (The gossip columns chattered, “The Twisted Twitter Twitted” and “E-Males” (and
the Alpha ones too) were exchanged — The winner (“The Hoarder”) was it seems, an
(Arrrrgghh!!) foreigner!! — an Interloper, A (Brrrrrr!!!) -- Aussie!!!!! — “Babaahhhhh!!” (The
race(ists) won!) - Boooo!!! They cried! — Just WHO was this “not oft-seen here on Trackside
thoroughbred” who stole the race — (“We wuz robbed”!!! paradoxically cried a Balaclava-
clad punter, with slits cut through the fabric for his eye-holes?? Mmmm!)

Post-race Epilogue: From The Triodes’ “What you didn’t know, you didn’t know, Dept”.
Well, here’s a wee tip punters — The owner of the supreme stallion, “The Hoarder” is one of
the World’s finest collectors of said Bakelite wireless — a collection indeed SO fine , that it
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has been the subject of International acclaim and has featured in the written word (a veritable,
“Best of Bests in Bakelite”). No, it isn’t either Bart (Simpson or the late Mr Cummings), dear
friends!  Tut! Tut!
The holes in the front of this fine radio will almost certainly be repaired as too, will the cracks
in it!!! — to the point of perfection, where they will become discernable to only the very, very
keen (and “prior-knowledgeable”) eye!! As I said folks — What you didn’t know, you didn’t
know! These things HAPPEN - they really do!
Here’s a little ray of sunshine for the original winner — Have to say Sir, that if you’re
prepared to pay the amount of “Red Ernest Rutherfords” you obviously were, ask questions
(and Lots of ‘em!) FIRST. To have your bid retracted and the auction re-listed, by a vendor
who was obviously very generous (to understate it!) in the face of a Contractual Obligation via
an auction won --- I suspect that you Sir, are a very, VERY lucky man! (Lotto ticket on that
one!) To the Vendor — WELL DONE SIR!! — What Fine Sportsmanship shown here on
“The Track” - that is a crystal-clear window to the world and it was a treat to see!!

Our next offering is another AWA — This one, the rarely seen, Black and White (Salt and
Pepper) “Fret and Foot” Radiolette. This model (38) is most often seen sporting the ‘Radiola”
badge. This example was honestly and accurately declared by its vendor — Two out of four
knobs were unoriginal, it was missing three Blue valve shield tops, it had a non-original
speaker and Audio/ Output transformer AND -- it had a long tight crack — (I beg your pardon!
— this is a Family show Mr Triode!!) BUT! -- On one of THESE, Dear sports fans, a crack is
a Crack – and Cracked it was!! — Like damaged fine China — Drop these “babies” and the
price quickly follows suit!!  Half- way through its second listing as your scribe types this
report, it has attracted just 15 Race “watchers” and thus far, no punters at all! The difference
between these two AWA’s dear friends, lies firmly in the knowledge conveyed.
The first example, a posting of a “rare”, desirable, and ostensibly “pricey” collectible, without
knowledge of the consequence that its condition could have on it’s fetching price and overall
“auction-health”, definitely caused issues. In the latter auction, the item is equally “rare”,
desirable and “pricey” but here, the vendor knows his stuff, knows what this radio would bring
(in “Red Ernest Rutherfords”) in un-cracked and original condition. (The knob, valve- cover
tops, speaker and audio transformer are in this case; missing or unoriginal) — these are not
insurmountable “faults”, but what at least halves this radios legitimately-expected “value”—
is the cracked cabinet. The vendor stated that the unoriginal replacement knobs: “Look OK,
except maybe to the purists out there lurking around”--- Well, let me assure you Sir, that
having been said — at an $850 starting bid for one of these, (even honestly-declared ) in the
condition that this was in --- Oh yes!!! — “You can bet your woolly winter socks, pipe and
slippers” that you’re firmly, (yes VERY firmly), in PURIST territory!! - and to boot WELL in
behind your “enemies” lines!! Patience being a virtue the vendor was finally with his starting
price.

And now for something completely different: Recently, we saw a couple of very nice collector
- desirables up for grabs on the “Trade Me Track”!
The first; in absolutely stunning, original-condition, was a  1934  Atwater Kent, Model 447, 7
valve, All Wave Table Model. “Gee Whillakers Racetrack Fans” — HOW slick was this one?
All the credentials right here — A ‘Class A’ Radio Co, (That’s Classy!) — A model as RARE-
as “Rocking Horse Doo Doo”!! (That’s REALLY RARE!!) — and A Giant 7 valve, ALL
WAVE (That’s a lotta waves!!) Table model, that was just about as good as it got here in NZ
in good ole “Art Deco-saturated” 1934!! 47 Watcher “hits” and the same number of bids
ensured that this simply beautiful vintage radio found a new and well-deserved home for $450.
— Great buying Sir!! Our Congratulations!
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The second; a Classic 1937, 8 valve, Zenith Model 8s - 129. It’s cabinet in quite nice cosmetic
condition, with a nice ‘patina of age’ displayed, but missing its speaker and a full set of 5
knobs (Ouch!! - These components can often be a problem to acquire), but as expected, it
attracted a healthy 41 bids and 48 watcher “hits”. This nice Chicago, USA collectible, sold at
the hammer price of $257.60. Good Buying! Well done Sir!
The Trade Me forum is forever a moving target - strange nuances seem to occur almost at will
and the following is a good example of this. The hammer price of a second Zenith 8s - 129 can
possibly be attributed to just one word on the part of the purchaser!! ---- EXCITEMENT!
Another 1937 Zenith Model 8s- 129 Table Model shows up. This one actually listed on
TradeMe before the one in better (cabinet) cosmetic condition.
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This example featured “SPF 50 DEVOID” sun-bleached woodwork, requiring a full cabinet
restoration BUT a bonus!! - It had all its original knobs AND Original Zenith Speaker!!
Strange how a Zenith Model, quite often seen in NZ collections, “pops-up” on Trade Me,
TWICE in short succession. One of the most desirable of Zeniths Big-Black Dialled 1937 (and
1938) Table models (Outside of the Robot/Shutter-Dial Models dubbed “The Waltons” sets)
mostly due to its attractive recessed “ledge” on the cabinet, in front of the speaker grille (often
called the “Theatre Stage” cabinet in the USA) – This one attracted 24 Watcher “hits” and just
one, surely a VERY excited bidder, who “took it home” for $300!!! - Nice going Sir!!

Finally a quick Round-Up for you before I leave ‘Trackside’ for this report:

Coloured, NZ –branded Plastic radios continue to hold their prices, due in part I’d say, to their
wider aesthetic appeal across more than just the Vintage Radio collecting fraternity. Every
month new “names” seem to appear on Trade Me and those chasing these Coloured Bell
“Colts”, La Gloria “Imps” and Philco “Alabamas” for example, are increasingly to the fore.
Strong selling- prices fetched over recent months for this genre of radio include;
Grey Bell “Colt”; 48 Watcher “hits”, 57 Bids, Hammer at $220.
Burgundy Bell “Colt”; 73 Watcher “hits”, 131 Bids, Hammer at $210.
Grey La Gloria “Imp”; 52 Watcher” hits”, 91 Bids, Hammer at $124.
Green La Gloria “Imp”; 59 Watcher “hits”, 59 Bids, Hammer at $200.
Note:--All of these 1950’s, 60’s and 70’s plastic radios were declared by their vendors to be in
“No chips/No cracks” condition. (Subtract 75% (plus) off the Hammer prices above, for
anything other than clean, no- faults cabinets!)
A Zenith 8s-154, 1937 8 valve Console. What set this nice BIG BLACK DIALLED  Mid-
Western USA beauty apart, was the inclusion of its “Acoustic Adapter”. This, the Giant, ribbed
like a “Beehive”, coned speaker was not only present, but looked to be in superbly original
condition. 20 Watchers Trackside, saw one lone horse romp unopposed and triumphant around
TradeMe’s tortuous track and with a fine dividend paid to what must have been a delighted
vendor, (his asking price) of $550, “Lord Haw Haw”, the Champion purebred stayer and “11th

hour Victor” came home 1st this time and took this “Glory Days” Zenith Console and its
stunning, GIANT, Acoustic Adaptor Speaker, home to the collection!!  Expensive you say???
Ah Hah!! -- Take a moment to search on our Big Brother’s E-Bay Vintage Radio Auction site
and IF — and WHEN — these gorgeous, uniquely -designed speakers come up for grabs —
You’ll see sales figures like: US$200! – Yes Martha!! — that’s just for these colossal Beehive-
Coned speakers!!!’ Bargain Sir!! — Well Done!!

Two to finish Dear Reader:
Mickey Mouse – wot again!!! (“Oh No!! — Not our regular Trade Me Race-Track Disney
sideshow again?” my erstwhile companion queried!!) “No, not THIS time” I replied. The
Mickey Mouse in question was an Australian Bakelite (I think!) Astor radio.  In what must
take radios PROFOUND naming “faux paus” of all time! — This Mickey Mouse, the Model
“OZ” and Chassis “MM”!! (Seriously!) built in 1933, was presented Trackside, in beautifully
original “No Chips/No Cracks” condition. This incredibly rare (in this condition) iconic radio,
attracted only 34 Watchers from Trackside and ONE — Just ONE, lucky bidder, ONE Bid!
Then “Wham Bang!! It’s all over Red Rover”!! took it home for its asking price/reserve of
$500. A genuine Investment Sir!! - Well Done!
Finally, Antiquity – (Genuine, Radio Antiquity) — arrived as our esteemed guest on the
Trade Me Track in recent weeks. A quite magnificent pair (excuse me??!!) — of Radio
Apparatus (Apparatii?) we have here dear reader. — Westinghouse, an important and historic
US radio name, in c1921/22, produced this twin receiving ensemble, which they marketed as a
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Model RC. It comprised of the Models RA and DA chassis. The RA chassis was a Tuner,
extending from 180 to 550 metres. A unique feature of the RA Tuner, was that it could be used
without the Model DA Regenerative Detector unit, as a Crystal Set! Nicely presented and
honestly described, these two units were largely quite original, the vendor pointing out their
faults! (eg: Unoriginal Audio Freq. Transformers) — But Hey!! A 95 year old piece of Radio
apparatus??? — Let’s not get tooo “pickie” now Team!!
Three well known Jockeys flogged their mounts down the Trade Me straight (and narrow!!)
and in a whirling Vortex of the cheering crowd (32 watchers), one punter, knowing full-well
the singular rarity of participating in this occasion, (and the same to be said for his amazing
prize) raced across the finish line!! Recipient of $449 for his efforts in putting up this fine
piece of radio history, the vendor must surely have only parted with this fine, beautifully-
presented, radio antique out of sheer necessity. Thank you for the pleasure of “laying eyes” on
this ultra-rare piece of our history Sir!

And with that I will bid you all a pleasant ‘Adieu’!
Stay Alert for the “Obvious”, Vigilant for the “Devious” and be aware of the “Dubious”!!
Remember that in amongst all of the above Trackside “Mud” there are some true, Vintage
Collectible GEMS to be seen, competed for (and Won!!) and I wish you all the very finest of
luck in your punting endeavours!!

Until we meet again --- “Keep those Triodes Warm Folks!!” TTFN
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W.A.S. (Alan) BUTEMENT (1904 -1990) by Ray Robinson
During World War 2, scientists were required to develop new
offensive devices and counteract enemy advances in weaponry.
Alan Butement was in many of the scientific teams involved in
the field of electronic engineering development in Britain.
William Alan Stewart Butement was born in Masterson New
Zealand on the 18th of August 1904. At age 8 years (in 1912) the
family moved to Sydney Australia. A year later the family moved
again, to London, England. He went to the University College
School, graduated and then he studied physics, chemistry and
mathematics at University College, University of London. He
attended lectures by Edward Victor Appleton and received his
B.Sc. degree in physics in 1926. After 2 years of postgraduate
research Butement joined the Signals Experimental Establishment
(SEE) at Woolwich, as a Junior Scientific Officer in 1928.

RADAR In a document dated 26 January 1931, Butement and P. E. Pollard, at Woolwich,
were considering the detection of ships at sea. They discussed the Fitzeau method of measuring
the velocity of light using a rotating shutter. They proposed using a 50cm wavelength pulsed
radio transmitter, but the Royal Engineers and Signals Board informed them that “there was no
War Office requirement”. Undaunted, they worked on in their spare time and got a set
working. In their initial tests they detected reflections from the metal base of a mast in the
Woolwich Common. Then they detected a 5 foot by 2 foot sheet of corrugated iron 100 yards
away. They reported these results but there was still “no requirement”.
In 1936, a small cell of Army scientists was established at Bawdsey, working on coast defence
Radar. The team was lead by E. T. Paris, and included Butement, P.E. Pollard, and H. S.
Young. By 1937 an experimental Gun and Light laying (GL) radar, working on a 6 meter
wavelength, was giving results accurate to within 25 yards. By 1938 a GL set was ready for
production by Metropolitan Vickers and A. C. Cossor, and by 1939 a total of 59 GL sets had
been delivered. However they were unreliable and inaccurate, and soon superseded by the GL
III centimetric Radar and the American SCR-584 set.
In 1939, for coastal defence and detecting ships, E. G. Bowen developed a 1.5 kW pulsed
Radar operating on 1.5 meters and W. Eastwood used Yagi aerials to detect ships at a 2 mile
range. Butement mathematically calculated that to get a 10 mile range would require 600,000
kW - quite impossible at that time. His calculation method became a standard procedure and
was known as the “Radar Range Equation”.
Butement subsequently devised a “split-beam” method (based on the 1931 experiments) using
a higher gain aerial, thereby enabling targets to be located some twenty times more accurately
than previously. A prototype was built by A. J. Oxford and W. Eastwood, and they managed to
track the daily Harwich ferry. During an inspection of the Establishment by Churchill and
Watson Watt in June 1939, they were able to demonstrate that they could track a flying boat at
25 miles range. The next day Admiral Somerville “arrived” to view the equipment for
inclusion on Royal Navy ships. The CD Radar (Coastal Defence) was adapted using this
principal for U-boat detection and became the CDU (Coastal Defence U-boat). It was also
found that it could detect low flying aircraft, so these were slightly modified and became the
CHL (Chain Home Low) radar. This covered the “blind spot” in that the larger CH system that
could not detect aircraft until about 2 degrees above its horizontal scan, and low flying aircraft
had been able to lay mines without detection.
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Picture right: CHL Antenna (reproduced with
thanks to Dunwich Museum)
Butement also took charge of an army group
that developed a highly successful radar
control system for searchlights used by
Britain’s coastal defence gun batteries.
Coincidentally, he also devised what became
the standard method of calibrating radar range
settings for 9 inch guns and over, by using the
radar echoes from the splashes caused by the
shells hitting the sea.

TANK WIRELESS

In the First World War, on the Western Front,
there had been few occasions to use wireless
for the co-ordination of tank movements.
However in 1931 Brigadier Charles Broad
formed a complete brigade of tanks and
worked out a “drill” for rapid tactical
movement which was based on wireless
instead of visual signals (flags). The First Tank
Brigade was formed under Brigadier Percy
Hobart in 1934 (they held exercises on
Salisbury plain) and he believed that wireless should be understood by all officers, rather than
just signals specialists. The scientists at Woolwich were tasked to provide a wireless set for
individual tanks on the move. This was to be the Wireless Set Number 9, and to be physically
mounted in the turret counterbalance, within a space measuring 42 inches by 12 inches by 16
inches. The set had to be stable in frequency when the tank was in motion and it had to have
several operating frequencies. It was soon realised that a large number of crystals would be
required. During those autocratic times design and construction was by the SEE and industrial
input was only required after the design was completed.

Picture: WS No.9
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Butement was personally responsible for designing all the tank wireless sets and attended
Hobart’s 1934 exercises on Salisbury plain. German military observers were also present and
Panzer exercises using wireless took place in 1935. Butement devised a new radio circuit to
ensure that the transmitter and receiver were automatically on the same frequency - to allow
easy “netting” without the need of crystals. The circuit used the BFO and the receiver
oscillator to generate the transmit frequency. This was first tested in a modified WS No.9 set.
Butement then designed the WS No.11 to incorporate the new circuit. This radio thus became a
transceiver, rather than a transmitter and a receiver.
This set was designed with the cooperation of E.K. Cole which was a break in tradition from
the normal SEE procedures and caused him a “good deal of trouble” with his masters. The set
was constructed as a drawer in a case, so it could be withdrawn for valve change and servicing.
The WS No.11 was used in France in 1940, the Western Desert in 1940 and also by the Free
French in the Sahara in 1943. The concept was copied by the Australians and the Canadians.

Picture: WS No.11

In 1937 a specification for a new AFV radio was issued. It was to have a main transmitter and
receiver, known as the “A” set (for regimental and squadron communication) and a second
transmitter and receiver, known as the “B” set (for inter tank communication) and also an
intercom (for crew communication). Hobart and Butement had conceived the idea of an “A”
and “B” set in 1934. The existing radios were the WS No.9 (too large for some tanks), the WS
No.11 (inadequate performance) and the WS No.14 (too large and of poor range). The new set
was to be called the WS No.10 but the name was changed to the WS No.19/24 as it included
the WS No.24 as the B set. This was shortened to the WS No.19. A prototype was designed by
SEE and another prototype designed by PYE. The PYE set was chosen, due to ease of
production and lower cost, and it entered production in 1941. Due to the rapid development
and production, there were some problems; in the Western Desert, a capacitor failed in the
power supply due to the high temperatures. Butement and the Ministry of Supply obtained
replacements from the United States and had them flown to North Africa to be fitted to all
tanks. Several other faults were corrected and incorporated into the WS No.19 Mark II,
produced from March 1941. Large scale production ensued in Britain and WS No.19 copies
were made in Canada, the United States and Australia.
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Picture: WS No.19 Mk1

MICROWAVE COMMUNICATIONS
In 1942 the Japanese captured the rubber growing areas in the Far East. The War Office
immediately realised that there would soon be a shortage of cable insulation. Butement, then
the Assistant Director of Scientific Research (Radio and Radar) in the Ministry of Supply, was
given one weekend to provide an alternative solution for field trunk communications. He
followed some contemporary ideas on the possibility of applying centimetric wavelengths to
speech radio. The French, Italians, Americans and Germans has all been testing and using
point to point links using single or multichannel systems based on AM or FM and associated
multi-carrier techniques. In 1931 STC had tested a cross-channel two way radio telephone link
on a wavelength of 18 centimetres and by 1933 they had set up a permanent radio telephone
link between Lympne and St. Inglevert on a wavelength of 17.4 cm. Butement selected Pulse
Width Modulation (PWM) rather than AM or FM and considered some research done by
Baudot in 1874 regarding the interleaving of data called Time Division Multiplexing (TDM).
The new system was to be mobile and part of a chain (as a relay) that could be linked - not just
a fixed point to point system. Butement proposed a radio link using 8 channels operating on a
wavelength of 6 cm and used parabolic mirrors to produce a narrow beam. The assumption
was that if the beam was intercepted it would likely thought to be Radar. The Appleton
Committee and the War Office approved of the proposal.
The result was the WS No.10 using multi-channel, interlaced, PWM speech channels and was
intended for hilltop to hilltop communications. The set was developed by the Signals
Development and Research Establishment (SDRE). PYE made the RF sections and TMC made
the multiplexer. The set was tested between Ventor (on the Isle of Wight) and Beachy Head (in
Sussex) some 70 miles apart. After the Normandy landings, a Ventor to Cherbourg link was set
up of approximately the same 70 mile distance. Telephone cable laying could not keep up with
the Allied advance, so the WS No.10 chain was extended into Belgium. Operators however
had not been trained in the use of this new equipment so J. G. Macmillan was put into uniform
and in France, trained signallers who previously had only handled land line equipment. The
WS No.10 followed Montgomery to Luneberg Heath where he accepted the surrender of the
northern German forces. By that time there were 10 links stretching to Brussels. The WS
No.10 was demonstrated to the US Signal Corps and Bell Laboratories in September 1942.
This spurred the development of similar systems in the United States; the RCA AN/TRC-5 and
the Bell Labs AN/TRC-6.
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Picture: WS No.10
PROXIMITY FUSE (FUZE)

Before the war, British, American and German scientists considered proximity fuses for
torpedoes, bombs and shells and several patents had been filed but none proposed a realistic
mechanism. P.M.S. Blackett suggested a photo-electric fuse for a bomb or a rocket. P.
Rothwell designed an acoustic fuse for a bomb intended to be dropped into enemy aircraft
formations.

In 1939 Butement was transferred to the Ministry of Supply at the Air Defence Experimental
Establishment in Christchurch, Hampshire. He wrote a paper proposing a guided rocket to be
directed to an aircraft target and detonated by a radio operated fuse. The Radar Applications
Committee considered the weapon was too complex to develop at that stage of the war but
considered further thought should be given to the fuse. In 1940 a meeting was held at the
Projectile Development Establishment at Fort Halstead to discuss the best method of
detonating a radio fuse. Present were several people, including J. Cockcroft, A. D. Crow and
Butement. He proposed that the shell and aircraft be plotted on Radar and that a radio signal
detonate the fuse at the desired moment. He further proposed an alternative method whereby
the ground Radar signal and the reflected Radar signal could be compared and the resultant
heterodyne cause detonation at a desired distance. The second method was simpler. Butement,
E.S. Shire and A. F. H. Thompson further discussed the idea and decided that the ground radar
was not required as the target could affect the oscillator in the shell and hence cause
detonation. Butement also proposed that the skin of the projectile be the aerial and have the
radar set inside the aerial.

A prototype proximity fuse (code named VT for “Variable Time” fuse) was constructed and
tested against a sheet of tin plate. Electrical & Musical Instruments (EMI) then made some
fuses for testing. Butement and his team placed fuses on top of a 60 foot wooden tower at
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Christchurch and a Fairey Battle aircraft was ordered to fly at various heights over the tower.
The results were measured and the fuse was found to be effective at distances of over 100 feet.
The team moved to the rocket range in Aberporth in South Wales and fuses were mounted in 3
inch rockets. A plywood glider was covered in aluminium foil and suspended beneath a
barrage balloon. The rockets were fired at the glider to pass at various distances and half of
them were successful as indicated by a puff of smoke when the fuses operated.

Cockcroft and PYE Radio performed tests on valves to prove they could be ruggedised
sufficiently to survive firing from a gun. In 1940 the Tizzard Mission took the proximity fuse
to the United States where contracts were negotiated to test and improve the fuse, and to
ruggedise the battery and valve to withstand high acceleration - so that it could be fired from a
gun. Contractors were the Bell Telephone Company, Raytheon, Western Electric, Hytron and
Toronto University (which developed the battery). At one stage some 700 scientists were
working on the fuse. The final fuse design was accepted in 1941. An experimental bomb was
fitted with a proximity fuse which was dropped in April 1941 and it detonated when 150 feet
above the sea. In August 1942 guns on the new USS Cleveland fired shells fitted with
proximity fuses and succeeded in destroying drone aircraft targets. In January 1943 the first
Japanese aircraft was brought down with a shell fitted with a proximity fuse. The fuse was kept
secret in Europe until it was used against the V1 flying bomb in Britain in July 1944.

The US Government filed a Patent in December 1943 on behalf of Butement, Shire and
Thompson. In 1965 Varian claimed prior invention of the fuse but their claim was dismissed.

Picture: Proximity Fuse
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BARRA SONOBOUY

Sonobuoys, with a single hydrophone, had been in use since the Second World War. In 1964
Butement and H. d'Assumpcao, recognising the shortcomings of the existing systems,
proposed a much more sophisticated sonobuoy in a report (Australian Defence Scientific
Services Report RD/64 June 1965, Long Range Submarine Detection). This outlined a new
“directional” sonobuoy concept in which Butement envisaged a cruciform acoustic array.
d'Assumpcao later modified the configuration to 5 radial arms. The report defined passive
operation (listening) and also active detection (pulse generating) to detect reflections from a
submarine. In each case the received signals are transmitted to an aircraft to determine the
submarine position and direction of travel. The system was christened BARRA as in the
Aboriginal word meaning “listening”.
The BARRA Sonobuoy entered operational service with the RAF in mid 1980 and the RAAF
in early 1981. It was used by the RAF in the Falklands war in 1982. For over 30 years BARRA
has been in service, and is still in use by the RAF and the RAAF.

Picture: BARRA SONOBOUY POST WAR approx 1970s
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In 1946 the British and Australian governments established a project to develop and test
guided missiles in Australia. Butement was selected as deputy-chief of the project and moved
to Australia with other members of the British team. A site in South Australia was selected as a
test range and named Woomera (Aboriginal word meaning spear throwing device). This
became the Long Range Weapons Establishment (LRWE). A couple of months after his arrival
he was appointed chief superintendent of the project. The village of Woomera was built and
the main square was named Butement Square.

In April 1949 Butement took up a new position of Chief Scientist within the Australian
Department of Supply and Development. The project grew to encompassing aeronautics and
propulsion, and in 1955 became the Weapons Research Establishment (WRE) the head of
which was answerable to Butement.
Butement was one of three observers present on behalf of the Australian government at the
British atomic weapons tests on the Monte Bello islands, Western Australia, in October 1952,
and at Emu Field, South Australia, in 1953.  Butement led the party that identified Emu Field
and Maralinga as suitable sites for atomic weapons testing on the Australian mainland.
Under Butement’s leadership the Defence Scientific Service contributed to Australia’s military
research effort. The civilian CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation) was barred from doing defence-related work.  Butement was no longer a hands-
on scientist but an administrator; however he continued to throw up ideas for others to pursue
and to encourage projects. Among the developments that he claimed to have himself initiated
were a rocket engine that used a semi-solid paste extruded into the firing chamber as propellant
and the Malkara anti-tank guided weapon that was adopted by the British Army as standard
equipment. This weapon was developed and tested in 1960 but ceased production in 1964.
In 1966, not wishing to transfer to Canberra, he resigned his position to become Director of
Research (for a five-year term) for Plessey Pacific Pty Ltd, the Australian subsidiary of the
British electronics manufacturer.
Butement was awarded the OBE (Order of the British Empire) in 1946 in Britain and the CBE
(Companion of the British Empire) in Australia in 1959. Throughout his life Butement loved
working with his hands. In addition to his professional skills in electronics he was an
enthusiastic ham-radio operator and an adept carpenter, metalworker and mechanic. Butement
died on 25 January 1990 at Richmond, Melbourne.
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MARKETPLACE
Advertisements should be neatly hand printed,
typed or printed onto a separate page, posted to
the NZVRS or emailed to nzvrs@pl.net
Often a picture will help members understand
your item. No verbal or telephoned adverts,
also don’t forget to include some contact
details; eg postal, telephone & email. There is
no charge for members’ adverts and the
NZVRS is not responsible for any transactions
between members.

AVAILABLE
Valve Cartons Final Run on these - no more to
be made by Paul: – plain white flat packs

• Small size $15 per 100
• GT size $15 per 100
• Medium size $18 per 100
• Large size $25 per 100

NZ & Oz supplied, contact Paul for post and
package charges per order.
Contact: Paul Burt, 44 Hastings St West,
Christchurch 8023.
Tel: 03 - 960 7158, Mob: 021 0236 1748
Email: paulburt444@gmail.com

Society Sales:
NZVRS supplied CAPACITORS for sale to
NZVRS NZ members only please order via
Bryan Powell, 279 Spur Road, RD3, Silverdale
0993. Tel: 09 - 44 22 514 or mob: 029 415 5119
Email: bapowell@xtra.co.nz
Please note we have reluctantly increased the
price of the smaller capacitors. Also we now
stock 10uF at 600 volt for $3 each (when
available).

Metal polyester film, axial leads, (µF):
0.001 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.002 630 volts 60 cents each
0.005 630 volts 60 cents each
0.01 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.022 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.033 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.05 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.068 630 volts 60 cents each
0.1 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.22 630 Volts 60 cents each
0.33 630 Volts 60 cents each

1 µF 400 Volts $1.00 each
Electrolytic capacitors, polarized, axial
10 µF 450 Volts $1.50 each
10 µF 600 Volts $3.00 each
20 µF 450 Volts $2.00 each
40 µF 450 Volts $3.00 each
47 µF 450 Volts $3.50 each
100 µF 450 Volts $5.00 each

Lamps 6.3 volts 150 mA (low wattage)
MES & Bayonet 50c each

Extra specials while stocks last:
Box of 10, globular 12volt, 250mA MES
lamps at $2 per box. Limited supply – only
one box per order please.
For all orders please add $3.50 for P&P.
----------------------------------------------------

Power plugs (Tilley white plastic type
with unprotected brass pins as pictured
above) available at 50 cents each plus $4
post and package per set of 4 (ie $6 for set
of 4, posted to an NZ address).

KTW62 valves (actually VR100 10E/278
or 6U7 GT, CV1100) NOS $1 each
collected club nights or $15 for packs of 5
P&P inclusive. Quantity limited and may
be rationed per member.
Contact the NZVRS Secretary Paul
Woodcock, 2 Levy Road, Glen Eden,
Auckland 0602.
Email: paul.woodcock@opus.co.nz

All Society Sales cheques to be made out
to the “NZVRS” and crossed "Not
Transferable" please.
Direct banking options are available to
the NZVRS ASB bank account – see
bottom of page 2.
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AVAILABLE:
Valve-type receivers; Eddystone 640 & 840A ,
Hallicrafters models S-38, S-40, S-72, SX-99,
SX-140, Marconi CR100/B20, Also Lafayette
HA-600A six-band transistor Rx. Offers
invited; contact John Walker, ph 03-348 9084
or email <john.zl3ib@ihug.co.nz>

Available:
National Panasonic RF-5000 Multiband radio.
For full details see :
www.radiomuseum.org/r/national_rf_5000_b
rf5000.html
It is in good condition and goes well. Sells on
eBay for $200 and upwards. Large 420 X 296 X
146 weighs 9.5 Kg. Manual and schematics
included. Any reasonable offer considered.
Contact Jim Oliver  email : jim@oliver.net.nz.
Kapiti area  021 240 2409

Available:
At the NZVRS Garage Sale earlier this year a
Solatron VF252 millivoltmeter sold.

We have now found the manual for this.
Available from the editor for a limited time.

WANTED.
"Big Monster Battery Saver" power unit
wanted (circa 1960's NZ made). It is a light
brown steel box, has a grey mains cord,
and a two-pin polarised dc output socket,
flush mounted; 6, 9 or 12 volts dc output
(internally selected) at 450mA. Good price
paid. Plse email Jeff: pilgrimz@xnet.co.nz

Wanted: Des Wright is looking for a panel
meter ac 250 or 300 volts full scale (or dc
same voltage). The barrel diameter should
be approx 55 mm.
Contact Des at 3 Tamatea Dr, Snells Beach
0920 or telephone: 09- 425 6068

Wanted: Four only, valve shields for a
1933 CQ Model 62 as per photograph.
They are approximately 2” in diameter.
Graeme Lea 116 Cutfield Road New
Plymouth 4310. Phone 06 758 5344
grarich@paradise.net.nz

Wanted: Escutcheon for a 1937
Gulbransen Teledial A1 Console model
sold under the Airline name – see picture.
Contact: John Thirkell 027 552 3002 or 06
875 8351 Email : gilljohn@xtra.co.nz
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Wanted:
A dial glass and surrounding ring to suit a
Philco 38 escutcheon. Please phone or email
Paul Willmott-Dalton tel: (03) 381 0266
Email: plwillmottdalton@gmail.com

Wanted:
For restoration of a Philips V7A Theatrette:
IF Transformer 128 kHz, PENA4 valve and
socket, any old radio in any condition to wreck.
Contact Frank Read, 216A Grahams Rd, Chch
8053. Tel: 03 359 4020
Email: frankread27@gmail.com

A couple of cautionary tales:

Ode to a Zenith 829
Here we have an 829
Darn, I'd like to make it mine!
(Think you all would want one too)
Opps --- I need to find the Loo!

This Raging – Deco - Bull - machine
Its minimal lines - that dial - SO clean!
But you know what really makes me groan?
Is its Saturation – Deco - Chrome!!

It sends Cold Shivers up me spine
Just can’t be topped! This set - SO fine!
Just wishing that I had the brass
(Damn it! -- This is utter class!)

"Oh well" I cried - "Another day of drool!"
(She answered behind me) "You silly old fool"!
"I wish that you Dear, looked as pert!"
(It was only the Frying Pan that hurt).

The (pitiful) end.
[This was from a would-be collector. Ed]

A Zenith 829 – should you need to know!

A Cautionary Tale of The
iWorld
She didn’t see the sunrise brightening up
the scene
She was busy watching pictures on her
iPad’s tiny screen
She didn’t see the lovely views, the trees,
the grass, the flowers
She was editing her Facebook page, been
doing it for hours
She didn’t see me wave to her nor hear my
cheery greeting
She had a ton of tweets to read and then do
more re-tweeting
She was tapping on her tablet in a
thoughtful kind of way
And didn’t see the children coming out to
play
She didn’t see the daffodils - the poet’s
inspiration;
She was messaging and texting, head bent
in concentration
She was talking on her iPhone, some
matters on her mind
She didn’t hear the SUV. She was mown
down from behind.

Based on a poem by Mary Hodges 2015
[Note: The gender is interchangeable. Ed.]
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